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So, you want to write a book? Fantastic, you’ve come to the right place! I believe 
we are all here to express our own unique perspective and talents. We are 
brimming with potential. Writing a book is one of the best ways I know to fulfill 
that potential in a way that shares your special brilliance with others. 
 
This guide will help you take all the ideas that you have swirling in your head 
about writing a book and craft them into a plan. The result will be something 
actionable: when you’re finished, you will have charted out the roadmap to 
creating your book. The next step will then simply be to work the plan. 
 
Some of the questions below delve into publishing and marketing. Consider 
these optional, but strongly recommended. It’s never too early to think about how 
you’ll be marketing your book. If you pay attention to these aspects now, you’ll be 
setting yourself up for success down the road. 
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PART I: BOOK PLAN 
 
Create your intention 
 
Why do you want to write a book? The first step is to get clear on what is 
motivating you. Perhaps you want to: 
 

• Establish yourself as an expert in your field 
• Share your knowledge 
• Grow your reach 
• Create a new income stream 
• Fulfill a lifelong dream of writing a book 
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These are all good reasons. What are yours? Take ten minutes to brainstorm 
what motivates you to write. Record your reasons here: 
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Now that you’ve identified a few core reasons, I want you to take each of those 
and dig a little deeper. Let’s use the first reason listed above as an example: You 
want to establish yourself as an expert in your field. Ask yourself why you want 
that. 
 
Because I want to: 
Gain credibility 
Generate speaking engagements 
Be consulted in my field of expertise 
 
Now, dive deeper. Why do you want that? 
 
As I gain credibility… 
 
People will be more like to buy what I’m offering 
People will take me more seriously 
I’ll be able to impact more people 
. 
. 
. 
Etc. 
 
Keep digging. Try to fill up the following page with ideas. 
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Dig deeper into your why and record your answers here: 
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Now, look back over everything you’ve generated and circle all the statements 
that really resonate with you.  
 
Next, I’d like to you to craft that into a statement capturing what your intention is 
in writing the book. This is an important step, so don’t skip it. Your intention 
statement will be your North Star, pulling you towards your ultimate destination 
(your completed book) when the going gets rough. Writing a book can be a long 
challenging process. Knowing your intention can keep you aligned with your 
bigger purpose. 
 
Record your intention here: 
 

 
 
Genre and Topic 
 
What is the topic of your book? If you have several ideas, it may be helpful to 
create a mindmap to help you brainstorm. A mindmap is pretty simple process to 
help you corral all of your ideas, get them organized, and unearth the gold that is 
buried with them. My favorite way to mindmap is with pen and a white board but 
there are also apps to assist with the process. Here’s a good article on free 
mindmapping apps. 
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Here’s how it works: 
 
1) Start off by writing “Book Topic” or something similar in the middle of the page.  
2) Brainstorm broad topic areas and draw them as new bubbles branching off 
from the middle.  
3) Each topic area can be used to inspire subtopics.  
4) Keep going until you’ve exhausted your ideas and then peruse your work to 
see what jumps out at you.  
5) Chances are your topic is sitting right there on the page somewhere.  
6) If you’re still stuck, grab a second sheet and see if combining terms helps spur 
any new thoughts. 
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Draw your mindmap here: 
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Identify Your Genre 
 
Next, you will want to identify your genre. Knowing your genre is vital because 
they help you do two things: meet the expectations of your target audience and 
market your book. Amazon is a great tool to use in understanding your genre. 
Every book listed in Amazon has ranking information that shows how Amazon is 
categorizing the book.  
 
Look up a book similar to your own and see what comes up. Suppose your book 
has similarities with Brené Brown’s Daring Greatly. Navigate to the title 
(hardcover or paperback edition). Scroll down to the Product Details section. 
Here you will find “Amazon Best Sellers Rank”. It looks like this: 
 
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #4,965 in Books (See Top 100 in Books) 

• #29 in Books > Self-Help > Relationships > Love & Loss 
• #77 in Books > Self-Help > Self-Esteem 
• #156 in Books > Business & Money > Business Culture > Motivation & Self-

Improvement 
 
You will see that Daring Greatly is classified in two subcategories within Self-Help 
(Love & Loss and Self-Esteem) and one subcategory within Business & Money 
(Motivation & Self-Improvement). Clicking on any one of those headings leads to 
the best selling title in that category. You can use this to identify comparable titles 
(which we’ll address in detail below) or to glean insight into the nature of the 
categories. 
 
You can also gain insight into genre by checking out the information that appears 
in the left hand sidebar. Type the book title into the search bar and then, without 
clicking on any of the book titles, look to the left of the book titles. Now you will 
see a sidebar that lists the categories that are relevant to your search term. Make 
note of the categories that may apply to your book. You can then use these 
categories as search terms to find other related books. 
 
In this way, you can figure out what your book’s niche will be. 
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Record your genre research here: 
 
Title Author Book 

Length 
Subcategories 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
The best fitting subcategories for your book are (no more than three): 
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Comparable Titles  
 
From the list you just created, you will identify three to five titles. Stick to books 
published within the last five years and avoid blockbusters. Some people may be 
put off if you compare yourself to the likes of You are a Badass. The short list will 
be useful down the line when you are marketing your book and it will also help 
you describe your book to others.  
 
Referring to the hardcover (or paperback version is hardcover is not available), 
record the date of publication, usually found right after the title at the top of the 
page, but also found in Product Details. Also, in Product Details find the Amazon 
Best Sellers Rank. Use the top-level number, not the subcategory. 
 
Your Comparable Titles: 
 
Title: Author: Date of 

Publication: 
Amazon Best Sellers 

Rank: 
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Ideal Reader 
 
Who will be reading your book? What are their demographics? What kind of 
groups do they hang out in? What are their other interests? Where would you be 
likely to find them? If possible interview people who fit your profile to help you 
answer these questions. 
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Market Analysis 
 
With your Comparable Titles and Ideal Readers in mind, brainstorm a list of 
things that your ideal reader is looking for. What kinds of problems do the 
Comparable Titles solve? What are some of the similar qualities across the 
Comparable Titles? What makes this niche distinctive? 
 
Some of the qualities to consider are: 
 

• Using storytelling (often in the form of case studies or author experiences) 
• Imparting information (including facts and How To information) 
• Offering inspiration 
• Providing action steps 
• Engaging readers in reflection 
• Providing resources (e.g. recipes, exercise routines, etc.) 
• Narrator’s voice (e.g. pithy, snarky, quietly reassuring) 

 
Record your brainstorming here: 
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So far we’ve just been looking at what’s out there. But equally important is what 
could be out there. That’s where YOU come in. Your book is going to help shape 
the emerging marketplace. What should that look like? 
 
What is your ideal reader hoping to get from reading your book? How will the 
reader know that they have found value in your book? How is your book different 
in solving reader problems? What makes your book different in a way that aligns 
with your readers’ needs?  
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Personal Brand Presence 
This is useful whether you plan to go the traditional publishing route or self-
publish. The only difference from a marketing perspective between the two 
avenues is that with self-publishing the marketing is all on you. Therefore, the 
sooner you get started with this piece the better. What is your social media 
following? Think about all the possible channels: Facebook friends and likes for 
your business page; followers on Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest; LinkedIn 
connections; Blog readers; your email list; website traffic, etc. 

 
 
Premise  
Here you will describe your book in one sentence, two sentences max. This can 
be very hard to do but it’s critical for you to do it. First of all, when you tell people 
you are writing a book, they will almost always ask what it’s about. Once you’ve 
crafted a compelling premise, you’ll look forward to this question. You’ll also need 
it for later when it comes time to sell your book. But, perhaps most importantly, 
you need it for yourself to help crystallize what exactly you’re going to be writing 
about. It is part of creating that North Star that will pull you to your ultimate 
destination. 
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Imagine that Oprah is gifting your book to her viewing audience. How does she 
describe your book to them? 
 
 
Your premise: 
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Synopsis  
 
Next, you will encapsulate your book in a synopsis. This is the kind of thing you 
might see on the back cover. 500 words may not sound like a lot, but trust me, 
this exercise can be challenging. You need to distill your idea into its most 
compelling essence. 
 
Your synopsis: 
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Chapter Summary:  
 
Now, we dig into the substance of your book. What are going to be the subtopics 
that you explore to support your overall premise and how will you organize these 
ideas into a cohesive whole? Mind mapping is a great tool to use here. Once 
you’ve identified the topics of your chapters, determine the way things should 
flow in your book. Finally, describe each chapter with at least one sentence.   
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Your topic brainstorming: 
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Insert Chapter Summary here: 
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Author Bio  
 
Publishers and readers are going to want to know something about you. What 
credentials do you have for writing your book? Why should people listen to you? 
Think about the experiences you’ve had that are related to your book: how did 
you learn so much about this topic? Do you have relevant life or work 
experience? Do you have specific credentials that speak to your credibility as an 
author in this area? What is your publishing history? Have you won any writing 
awards? 
 
Insert Author Bio here: 
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Endorsements 
 
If you already have endorsements, fantastic! If not, don’t worry about it. You’d be 
overachieving if you did. This item is here to get you thinking about it. Who would 
be an ideal endorsement for your book? Brainstorm a list of your all-star team 
and start thinking about how you can make it happen.  
 

 
 
Now, you’ve got your book plan. Congratulations! Let the writing begin! 
 
Whoa, wait a minute. How are you supposed to do that? We’re going to map that 
out too. First, we need two critical details. How long will your book be and when 
do you want to have your manuscript finished? (When I say manuscript, I mean 
the final draft of your unpublished book).  
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PART II: WRITING PLAN 
 
Word Count 
Take a look at the genre research you completed. Using your Comparable Titles 
as a benchmark, how long will your book be? A rough way to calculate word 
count is to multiply the number of pages by 250. Keep in mind that for debut 
authors going the traditional publishing route, word counts should be on the 
shorter side. 
 
Your Word Count goal:  
 
 
Deadline 
 
When would you like your finished manuscript in hand? Set a preliminary 
deadline. We are going to do some calculations based on this date below. After 
you’ve sketched out a preliminary plan, you may see that you need to establish a 
more feasible date. 
 
Your Deadline:  
 
 
Scheduling Obstacles  
 
Take a look at your calendar to see what you have coming up. Make note of any 
events you need to plan around like holidays, travel, school activities, etc. 
 
Your scheduling obstacles: 
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Book Project Plan 
 
Next we will start plugging in some tentative dates for each phase of book writing. 
Say you wanted to write your book in one year (including three drafts and editing 
but not publishing).  It might break down like this: 
 
Phase Duration Percentage of Effort 
Preparation 6 weeks 14% 
First Draft 4 weeks 9% 
Edit 4 weeks 9% 
Second Draft 4 weeks 9% 
Feedback 6 weeks 14% 
Edit 4 weeks 9% 
Third Draft 8 weeks 18% 
Editing 8 weeks 18% 
TOTAL 44 weeks 100% 
 
This schedule adds up to 44 weeks, so it gives you some slack time. Now, build 
your own schedule. Your preparation will include research, so you may need to 
tweak your percentage of effort in this category depending on how much 
research you need to do. Also, how quickly you move through the writing will 
depend on how fast you write and how much time you plan to devote. For me, I 
find that the pace of doing 2,000 words a day is achievable if I can allocate two to 
three hours a day writing.  You could experiment with timing yourself to get an 
idea of how much you can write in an hour. 
 
Now, complete the table using your numbers: 
 
Phase Duration Deadline 
Preparation   
First Draft   
Edit   
Second Draft   
Feedback   
Edit   
Third Draft   
Editing   
TOTAL   
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Pace 
 
To determine your daily pace, divide your total word count by the number of days 
you will be writing. That will give you how many words you need to write a day on 
average. 
 
Your pace: 
 
 
 
Daily plan 
 
Now, let’s think about your writing habits. When will you write? Where will you 
write? Do you have a dedicated space in your home? What kind of environment 
do you like to work in? Something with some stimulation or something without 
distractions? This article from my blog might help in considering your writing 
environment. 
 
My daily writing ritual is to spend one hour right after my morning routine. I know 
that this is one of my energy peaks, so I harness that time to get the day off to a 
great start. I have the ambition to carve out another hour in the day, but frankly, it 
seldom happens (most likely because that time slot is undefined, unlike my 
morning habit).  
 
For more assistance in planning out your writing goals and daily plan, check out 
these articles. They were written for NaNoWriMo (the contest that challenges you 
to write a 50,000 word novel in the month of November). But they are still 
relevant here. 
 
The Myth of Time Management 
November Goals 
 
Your daily plan: 
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Accountability 
 
How are you going to hold yourself accountable to your plan? What will the 
consequences be if you fall behind? How will you reward yourself for staying on 
target? 
 
Your accountability plan: 

 
Support 
 
Who can you turn to for support during the process? Who will cheer you on? How 
can you maximize the support you receive? It’s a great idea to share your writing 
goals with those who will be supportive. They can help keep you on track. 
 
You should also give some thought to those who might resist your writing 
endeavor. Sometimes family members and friends don’t understand or relate to 
our goals in writing. They haven’t experienced the call to create themselves. 
They may simply be jealous of the time that you are committing to your writing. 
Thinking about these challenges up front can give you a chance to form a 
proactive plan for handling their resistance. How will you set boundaries around 
your writing time? How are you going to communicate your needs and 
aspirations to others? 
 
Your Support Plan: 
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Conquering Self-Doubt 
 
You may be second-guessing your capabilities or credibility. First, let me say that 
if you are picking a topic that you are passionate about, you are qualified to write 
it. Every person has their own unique perspective and experiences and those are 
the main things that you want to articulate. Who’s to say who’s an expert in 
what? Yes, there are certainly credentials that someone could possess. And it’s 
true that some people have more expertise than others. But readers come with 
their own perspectives and levels of experience. Your sweet spot is on the edge 
just in front of your ideal reader. You’re on a journey, they’re on a journey. All you 
need to be is a few steps ahead for your book to add value, for you to be your 
reader’s guide. Some “experts” are so far ahead of a particular reader as to lack 
relevance. Your reader needs to be able to relate to you. 
 
Still, you may struggle with Impostor Syndrome (who am I to write a book?) and 
other limiting beliefs that will derail you from achieving your goal. I have an 
intensive workbook specific to Limiting Beliefs that you can download here. 
 
So, now you’re all set! You have a solid plan for writing your book and you know 
how to proceed from here. Now you can start writing! 
 
Need help? I’d love to talk to you about your Book Writing Blueprint! You can 
schedule a free discovery session here or drop me an email at 
mailto:kira@kiraswanson.com. 
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